this mode of the sublime, rather than give rise to the aggrandisement of the subject, remains in an open dialogue with the feminine -in Heaney's case the bog and the bodies it contains. Here the feminine consists of the bodies Heaney writes about (as subjects in their own right) and the mother's body which, in psychoanalytic theory, needs to be segregated, or, most aptly in relation to the bog victims, sacrificed for the sake of subjectivity.
The tendency to read Heaney's North in terms of place and time -more specifically, the politics of Ireland -and in terms of myth, has, I believe, occluded other possible readings, such as reading it through the lens of the sublime. A too easy linkage of the bog poems in this collection with political violence and with English colonialism is, I suggest, well-trodden ground. I proceed on the premise that Heaney's poems remain irreducible to their historical milieu.
Perhaps it is banal to admit that, yes, North is of its time, and the commentaries that labour this point, such as Edna Longley's, certainly have their merits. Such readings, though, usually begin 3 by raising the rationale for producing the poems to a highly sublimated level (an example being found in the Troubles), while the more primary dynamic of the sublime -the original trauma induced by the image and its transposition into words -is evaded. 4 I do not wish to contest Longley's reading other than to make the obvious point that, in remaining at the level of poliOcs and neglecOng the role of the psyche in the process, it is highly reducOve. To excavate further, it is necessary to trace the metaphorical axis of the bog 5 to the very source of the sublime. One place to begin this endeavour, as one might expect with the sublime, is with Heaney's iniOal visual encounter with P. V. Glob's The Bog People. 6 Here, a book that Heaney read immediately prior to his bog series in North, vision serves as See Edna Longley, '"Inner Emigré" or "Arvul Voyeur"? Seamus Heaney's North', in book -most notably the pracOce of human sacrifice -these poems arise, essenOally, from the horror of its images.
Indeed, in most definiOons of the sublime vision is the privileged sense, and what is visualised usually leads to a surplus of sensaOon which both a9racts and repels the viewer. In terms of its psychodynamics, the sublime begins with what Julia Kristeva refers to as the abject. The abject is that which poses a risk to the boundaries of idenOty, such as filth, waste or cadavers. Bodies especially threaten the self and civilisaOon, and so must be expelled to the outskirts of society. Appropriately, in the context of Glob, this funcOon is also related to sacrifice; casOng out from a community whatever places it at risk, and in so doing rendering such things sacred. The corpses in Glob's book are evocaOve of the abject, 'the place where meaning collapses', but it is Heaney's poeOc response that can be argued as sublime. And it 9 is a sublime where he idenOfies with (rather than re-inters) the sacrificial vicOm.
For Kristeva the abject is 'edged with the sublime', and even if 'not the same moment on the journey' the 'same speech bring[s] them into being.' The sublime is ozen seen, if not 10 in terms of the abject, as an iniOal threat to the subject, and this is then surmounted in a way that brings about self-mastery. Burke associates the sublime with a feeling of terror: 'an idea belonging to self-preservaOon […] one of the most affecOng we have.' For him 'its strongest Andrew D. Miller, Poetry, Photography, Ekphrasis (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2015), p. 121. kept in opposiOon to beauty, which is, in effect, the feminine domesOcated. For Kant the sublime is 'an abyss in which the imaginaOon is afraid to lose itself', and the subject must employ reason in order to repossess its autonomous dimension. However, as Zylinska notes, 12 this 'capitalisaOon of excess' tames and annuls the feminine, producing an aestheOc which precludes an ethical relaOonship with the other. In response, Zylinska furthers the idea of a feminine sublime, which rather than 'domesOcate the object that might be a source of threat […] accepts the relaOonship of both pleasure and pain, or life and death, and the potenOal dispersal of the self.' Such a sublime would also invite a more enduring relaOonship with the 13 feminine, one which brings about empathy and recognises that the other is always and already in the psyche. It seems that Heaney, in bringing sacrificed vicOms to the surface, in conferring them with humanity and dignity, pracOces a version of what Zylinska theorises.
As is evident in the poems in North, Heaney, a self-declared 'child of RomanOcism', is concerned with the horrors and the wonders of Nature. He writes, for instance, of 'the 14 smells of waterweed, fungus and dank moss' ('Personal Helicon') . Heaney consistently 15 alludes to the earth, abjecOon, and by extension the very seedbed of the sublime -mud, mould, silt, slime, slicks -all of which become aestheOcised in the process of composiOon. 16 The sublime, in other words, has its roots in all that is base and formless. Heaney's bog, a muse, is a terrifying abyss: 'As a child I used to imagine my helpless body whistling down a black shaz forever and ever'. There is a sexual connotaOon in his percepOon of 'the Kant's subjugaOon of the feminine, Heaney's aestheOc, his precise mode of sublimaOon, is closer to that of Yeats, who likewise sought to reconcile the beauOful and the sublime. 22 Looking, first, at the images presented in Glob's book, the Grauballe Man is shocking and produces a visceral sense of disgust. This is the abject moment; all else, thinking, wriOng, aestheOcising, are the means by which subjecOvity is recovered. With reference to the KanOan sublime, the 'negaOve pleasure' one might experience here is first registered through vision, and is felt in the body. Though it is fair to say that the image of a murdered corpse - 'I am sOll of the opinion that only two topics can be of the least interest to a serious and studious mind -sex and the dead'. 
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Azer this, the sight of the corpse, Heaney's poems involve layering metaphors over the fearful bog, by which he produces the sublime. The 'basalt egg', the 'purse of a mussel', the chin 'a visor', each excavate and, in turn, aestheOcise the grim discovery of putrid flesh. 26 ExcavaOon, in fact, is a key image in both Heaney's poems and the discourse of the sublime.
As the etymology (from the Latin, sub, 'under' or 'up to', and limen, 'threshold') implies, the sublime and these poems operate on the paradigmatic axis of metaphor. That is, metaphor (as in So must we not conclude that the poetry of Montague and Heaney as a whole is insistently and damagingly gendered? Its masculine personae, whether in the narraOve of personal idenOty, or that of naOonality, must, it seems, possess or be possessed by a counter-force personified as feminine: an encounter of the genders as of aliens -dog eat dog, possess or be swallowed up -is forever occurring, even within and beneath poliOcs. 33 Ibid., p. 36.
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Ibid., p. 36. This stance in relaOon to the suffering body is supported by Jennifer Wallace, '"We Can't Make More Dirt…": Coughlan is fair, I think, in her view that Heaney's bog poems are emblemaOc of the magna mater, or Great Mother archetype discussed in Jung's psychoanalysis -the giver of life and death, a figure connected with the body of the earth, the unconscious and affect. This is evinced by Heaney's idea of wriOng as 'a kind of somnambulist encounter between masculine will and intelligence and feminine clusters of image and emoOon'. Nevertheless, even 34 though Heaney is culpable of some binary thinking -the dichotomies of male and female, light and dark as well as intellect and emoOon -I do not see Heaney's engagement with the feminine in terms of exploitaOon with its source in masculinist fear, as Coughlan does.
Instead, closer to Carlanda Green's more sympatheOc reading, Heaney's bog poems might be more accurately read as working, dialecOcally, towards an idenOficaOon with the feminine. 35 That is to say, even though there is some essenOalising of the sexes at work in these poems, 'Bog Queen' problemaOses this dualism in and through its deployment.
Looking now at 'Bog Queen' , one can see that Heaney writes in the first person ('I lay waiting') and implies there is a dialogue between the body and the land ('My body was braille / for the creeping influences'). He gives her body a voice; though this voice 36 remains his own. This is comparable to Yeats's 'Crazy Jane' poems, where Yeats also constructs a female persona to articulate risqué sentiments that he could, instead, take ownership for. It might be suggested that such a voice talks over the feminine; though I prefer to see this relationship in terms of the interdependence of opposites, which, rather than negate, invites the embodiment of sensuality and a positive identification with the feminine. Creating and voicing female speakers as they do, these male poets recognise the strangeness of the other within, that qualities often codified as feminine are, upon reflection, human. Given too that the Bog Queen rises 'from the dark', her status is neither Green, p. 151. 34 See Christine Hoff Kraemer's 'Channelling the Great Mother: Gender Dualism in Heaney's "Bog Queen"', Christine Hoff Heaney, 'Bog Queen', p. 34. 36 alive nor dead, she is familiar and unfamiliar. Rather than just a corpse, she is a mummy. 37 Even before Heaney dramatises her uncanny reanimation, the photograph elicits a similar effect. For Roland Barthes, such pictures 'certify that the corpse is alive, as corpse: it is the living image of a dead thing.' 38
The Bog Queen is not abject then since, if that were the case, she would be seen as entirely other. In Heaney's poem she inhabits more of a liminal region: at once foreign and relatable. For this reason, and consistent with Glob's theme of sacrifice, the Bog Queen can also be seen as a scapegoat -situated between the sacred and profane, sickness and health, weakness and strength, inside and outside. As Terry Eagleton affirms, the scapegoat 'is a substitute for the people, and thus stands in a metaphorical relationship to them; but it also acts as a displacement for their sins, and is in that sense metonymic.' What seems crucial in the context of the feminine sublime is that rather than abject the female other, which might allow Heaney to purge the violence inflicted on the Bog Queen, and thus reestablish some distance and ascendency, she is pitied. This is not, in other words, a poem which represents horror of the body but rather the social order whose failure it marks. The body, likewise, is presented as a judgement on that order in its very being. Thus the scapegoat, bears the seeds of revoluOonary agency in its sheer passivity; for anything sOll acOve and engaged, however dissidently, would sOll be complicit with the polis, speaking its language and thus unable to put it into quesOon as a whole. Only the silence of the scapegoat will do this.
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In support of this noOon is a thesis offered by Eugene O'Brien, who, rather than following the more orthodox appraisal of North as jusOfying or glorifying violence, uses its poems to indicate how the ethical works within Heaney's aestheOc, since the bog bodies especially are shown as frail, wounded and vulnerable, and ulOmately to be idenOfied with rather than Ibid., p. 34. 37 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida, trans. by Richard Howard (London: Vintage, 1993 hair is 'a slimy birth-cord'. Not just death-bearing then, as Dillon Johnston suggests; the 42 female body is also a sign of life. 43 As my thesis demonstrates, reading Heaney's bog poems in terms of the ethics of sacrifice dovetails rather well with the feminine sublime. Both are concerned with recognising otherness in the encounter, risking the possibility of empathy rather than sublimation for the sake of catharsis or the shoring up of subjective bounds. Likewise, seeing the poems through Glob's pictures -reinstating the prominence of the visual in the poems' inception -lends weight to the idea that Heaney maintains his gaze, mediates in effect the abjection that other proponents of the sublime might more swiftly turn away from. That is to say Heaney, for me, embodies a sublime which relates with female subjectivity while cognisant that the abject is at the core of his own psyche. Though his metaphors enact some degree of sublimation (due, most likely, to fearing too close a relationship with death and the mother's body), Heaney is by no means misogynistic; instead, through an ongoing dialogue, one which risks the self to the other (though not at the risk of life itself), his poems share in the sufferings of the victim. 
